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I. INTEQDCCTION
The introduction of microcomputers into a fleet opera-
tional organization provides a unique opportunity to put
theory into practice on a small, and therefore, manageaiile
scale. Additionally, the time period involved from project
(thesis) inception to implementation is short enough for the
authors to ascertain the success, or shortcomings, of their
efforts and to correct any deficiencies that would lessen
its value to the user.
The short time period mentioned in the preceding para-
graph refers primarily to a specific application program
that will he used as a Decision Support System (DSS) . It is
the expressed hope and intention of the authors that this
thesis will serve only as a preliminary effort and be
utilized for future theses addressing improvements and
expansions to the Management Information System (MIS) and
specific application programs fcr enhancing the DSS aspects
of this effort.
Time constraints and the desires of the Ccmmanding
Officer, HSL-43, have dictated that the primary emphasis be
placed on the DSS to assist in the assignment of aviation
maintenance personnel to deploying detachments. This allo-
cation of effort does not, however, diminish either the
importance or the relevance of an MIS to daily squadron
activities. The effort put into the formulation of
personnel database files, input format screens, output
formats and reports, etc. necessary for the implementation
of the DSS will readily translate into the basis of a useful
MIS.
The majority of the information that follows is documen-
tation of the system/programning effort. This is to
facilitate toth understanding cf its potential, and limita-
tions, to the users. Additionally, this documentation will
assist in any future expansion efforts.
II. BACKGEOgND
The following is offered as an amplification of the what
and why of this effort. The ho>> is addressed in later chap-
ters. Cnce again, primary emphasis is placed on the DSS
aspect of the system.
A. PEOBIEH STATEMENT
Helicopter Antisubmarine Squadron (Light) Four Three
(HSL-a3) was established on 12 October, 1984 at Naval Air
Station North Island, San Diego, California. Before the
commissioning, the prospective Commanding Officer (CO) was
informed that the s^^uadron was to receive some microcom-
puters, specifically the Z-100 series manufactured by
ZENITH. Eealizing the advantages of the incorporation of
nicrocomputers into the activities of the squadron from the
time of its inception, an arrangement was made with the
authors to provide recommendaticns regarding their usage.
The primary objective of the CO was to use the microcom-
puter to assist in the assignment of maintenance personnel.
This assistance could be either a database management system
or an algorithm to recommend specific assignments.
The normal evolution of computer usage is from trans-
action processing, to information provision, to decision
support. The requirements specified by the CO, and listed
in the following section, lead the authors to determine tnat
the objective would be best satisfied by designing a DSS.
Because an HIS is an evolutionary node on the path to a DSS,
little discussion is devoted to the MIS aspects and they are
treated as assumed primitives in this effort.
B. HSL-43 REQUIREMENTS
The CO of HSL-43 specified several initial requirements
for whatever system was recommended:
1. Solve the assignment problem; initial utilization
should be to assist in the assignment of aircraft
maintenance personnel to the squadron's 13 deploying
detachments.
2. Initial database should be the sea duty aviation
maintenance personnel; this is to allow utilization
by the initial, primary user - the Assistant
Maintenance Officer (AMO).
3. DSS parameters; to include such personnel attritutes
as time left in squadron, time since last cruise,
date arrived on board (EOS)
,
planned rotation date
(PRD) , rate, rank, etc.
U. User friendly; due to the high turnover rate of indi-
viduals using the system it had to be as user
friendly as possible tc preclude the necessity of
high front end training.
5. Ability to process "what if" situations.
The "what if" feature was a result of follow on communi-
cations with the CO and Assistart Maintenance Officer (A.'IO) .
This feature was taken by the authors to be a reasonably
important option to be included in the system. While the
system model will make optimal assignments, they are optimal
only with respect to the constraints and parameters included
in the design. There are many variables that were not
included, however. The "what if" option will allow the user
much greater flexibility in the evaluation of recommended
decisions that do not include these other variables.
ESL-y3 is located approximately 400 miles from Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, and routine visits for inter-
views were not feasible. The squadron was also undergoing
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the transition process leadirg to commissioning which
involved physical relocation of the organization thus making
even telephone interviews difficult. A detailed specifica-
tion of requirements was therefore not possible and many of
the assumptions were made based on the authors' experience.
The system is designed to allow changes to these assump-
tions. The DSS will be tuned on delivery in April, 1985.
C. PEOGBAMHIHG LANGUAGE SELECTION
Several Database Management Systems (DBMS) were
initially considered. Among them were dBASE II, dBASE III,
E:BASZ Series UOOO, and KnowledgeMan. i Several language
specific attributes were subjectively evaluated. Among
these were:
1. Data file creation features.
2. Programming ease (the creation of command files).
3. Integration capabilities.
U. Limitations; i.e. field length, number of fields per
record, maximum size of data base, etc.
5. Available query language.
Eased on these evaluations, the machine specific
requirements of the Z-100 series (an I1SD0S 0/S) and the
assumed lack of experience of the end users; dBASE II was
selected as the DBMS for this effort. It is an older system
and therefore had the highest probability of being a
language that would be known tc the users. This in fact
turned out to be true as the AMO was indeed familiar with
dBASE II. dBASE II, like most other DBMS, does lack the
mathematical power necessary to solve an assignment problem
and therefore another language was necessary to provide that
lAll DBMS names are registered trademarks of their
respective companies: dBASE ll S III; Ashton-Tate, F.;BASE
Series 4000; Microrim, Inc., KcowledgeMan ; Micro Data Base
Systems, Inc.
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capability. Pascal was chosen both because it was known by
the authors and, being a structured language, would be the
easiest to modify for any future applications. The actual
Pascal code that will be passed to the squadron will be
compiled. 2 This will serve two purposes:
1. it will save the organization the expense of
purchasing a Pascal compiler;
2. it will prevent anyone from tampering with a program
as complex as that for the solution of an assignment
problem.
The program listings, with all necessary documentation, are
provided as appendices DBASE II LISTING and PASCAL LISTING.
NOTE: All programming language specific words are printed in
BOLDFACE and CAPITALIZED.
2The source code is included as an appendix.
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III. BENEZIIS CF A MIS/DSS
The point at which a Hanagenent Information System (HIS)
becomes a Decision Support System (DS3) is blurred at best.
One can find at least as many definitions as there are books
and articles on these subjects. The authors have chosen to
define the distinctions as follows:
1. Hanaqement iBfornation System - a collection of
related facts (data) atout an entity that can be
manipulated (processed ty a computer) to provide
specific information about that entity's attributes.
2. Decision Su_E£5^i System - a model of some system that
can, supplied with specific values of variables,
predict the outcome of a specific course of action
that is within the model's parameters.
All benefits also have a cost associated with them. The
primary factors affecting the cost of a computer programming
effort are the size and complexity of that effort as
discussed by Boehm £Ref. 1] ard Pressman [Ref. 2]- The
effort, as shown in figure 3. 1, is a positive exponential
curve yielding small increases in the benefits for large
increases in the cost of the effort at greater distances
from the origin. The authors considered this effort to be
the Semidetached Mode^ as defined by Boehm [Ref. 1: p. 79].
This initial effort, however, is still close to the
origin and this curve serves to reiterate a recurring theme
in this thesis: that there is vast potential for future
additions to this preliminary effort. Much time and effort
has been expended in the basic design of the HSL-43
3The Semidetached Mode of software development is char-
acterized by an off-site development location and a













































Figure 3.1 Cost vs. Benefit of Programming Effort
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Detachment Scheduler. The additional benefits to be
derived, aside from the assignment of maintenance personnel,
are great, With sone effort b^' the users, the database can
be expanded and additional query capabilities developed.
Green's book [Bef- 3] offers an excellent guide to obtaining
these additional capabilities.
A. lANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTIM
Any organization generates a wealth of information about
itself and its activities. This information is needed by
virtually all levels of managenent in the hierarchy but in
differing forms. Specifically: the HSL-43 Maintenance
Officer needs information concerning the Maintenance
Department; HSL-43*£ CO. needs combined information
concerning the Maintenance and Operations departments; the
Wing Commander needs informaticr from all the Wing's various
squadrons; etc.
An MIS will permit this myriad of differing information
requirements to be met with alacrity given that the collec-
tion of data (the database) is sufficiently large and acces-
sible. This does not mean a database must necessarily be
large to be useful. The converse is the underlying prin-
ciple; all necessary data in as few records as possible with
minimal duplication is the goal. The more generic the
record structure, the greater the amount of information that
can be obtained from it. The key to accessibility to this
information lies in the richness of the DBMS query language.
The database of enlisted, sea duty, aviation maintenance
personnel is a restricted subset of the total personnel
assigned to HSL-43 and many of their attributes are omitted.
This omission was intentional because of the specific data-
base needed by the dSS, However, the database can be
queried to provide whatever information is desired within
the constraints of the data present.
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This information can be obtained either as a structured
guery provided by Option (3) of the flain Menu of the HSL-43
Detachment Scheduler (list which personnel are assigned to
which detachment) or it can te an unstructured guery as
provided by dBASE II's Data Query Language (i.e. how many
AD2s are assigned to HSL-U3's sea duty component?). This,
and much more, information is available guickly and with a
minimum amount of manpower required to research, collate,
verify, tabulate, etc.
The MIS aspects of this effort are not addressed further
except for Chapter 9; Expansion Possibilities.
B. DECISION SOPPORT SYSTEM
The focus of this effort is to provide assistance in the
assignment of specific personnel to specific jobs. As
addressed in the next chapter, in meeting the total reguire-
ments of this task, 143! (143 factorial) possible combina-
tions of job-personnel assignments need to be evaluated.
The algorithm used in this effort considers only those
assignments that are plausible. However, there is still a
large number of combinations that need to be evaluated. It
is here that the ability of the computer to make many rapid
comparisons comes to the front. For example; it can eval-
uate the consequences, 7 months from the present, that the
assignment of AD2 Smith to Detachment 12 will have on the
availability of a mechanic for Detachment 7 and also recom-
mend who it should be. A ESS not only eliminates the
tedious comparisons of alternatives but also prevents the
errors of recall associated with the human mind. It does
not reduce the prerogatives of the decision maker but it
allows for the evaluation and comparison of differing
courses of action. The HSL-43 Detachment Scheduler is a
tool, not a decision maker.
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There are parameters to be included in the assignment
process that are not included in the algorithm. The
computer program cannot assign values to non-guantifiatle
attributes such as work habits. These decisions need to be
evaluated by human interpretation.
17
IV. DETACHMENT PEBSaJNEIi ASSIGNHENT
One of the many time consuning and laborious activities
in a squadron that deploys detachments is the assignment of
personnel to perform the required maintenance on the detach-
ment's aircraft- Given that there are 13 detachments with
11 maintenance related jobs per detachment, there are 143
jobs to be assigned. Given the minimum required 143
personnel to assign to these jots there are 1431 (approxi-
mately 4 followed by 247 zeros) possible assignments of all
persons to all jobs. Practical constraints of job specialty
(rate) and experience (rank or paygrade) greatly reduce the
number of plausible assignments. Time constraints on the
matching of personnel/job availabilities and an equitable
distribution of deployed time/ however, compound the assign-
ment difficulties.
The structure of the squadron for the assignment model
was broken down as fellows: the squadron was divided into
13 detachments. Each detachment is divided into 11 jobs
that are divisions of 6 groups as follows:
Grou£ Jot(s) Eate(s)


















Given that certain groups of jobs are allowed only a
specific rate (i.e. Elec triciars) while others are allowed
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an either/or selection (i.e. Avionics) further compounds the
problem.
The final complexity factor to be considered is this:
the job specialty (rate) of the leader causes a reduction in
the combined experience level (rank) on the jobs in that
group. For example: an Engine Mechanic (AD) CPO will be
allowed a combined experience level of "8" for the 2 jots in
the Engine Mechanic group.* An Electrician (AE) CFO,
however, will be allowed a combined experience level of "9"
in the Engine Mechanic group. This constraint is enforced
by the Sguadron Manning Document (SQMD) issued by the Chief
of Naval Operations that sets forth the authorized mix of
rates and ranks that will be assigned to the squadron as a
whole.
When considering assignments, the first priority is of
course to assign personnel to all 11 jobs. Next, considera-
tion is given to an equitable distribution of experience
among the 13 detachments; as constrained by the Leader's
rate. rinally, an attempt is made to equitably distribute
the amount of time each individual is deployed. The diffi-
culty of this effort is compounded by an attempt to allow a
6 month turnaround time (time between return from the last
deployment and departure on the next) while obtaining the
maximum utilization of an individual still assigned to the
squadron.
There are several other collateral duty attributes an
individual may possess that would increase their value given
a specific job assignment. A Quality Assurance (QA)
Designation, such as All Systems Quality Assurance
Representative (Master QAE) / Siiigle System Quality Assurance
Representative (QAE) , or Collateral Duty Inspector (CDI)
*The paygrade is assumed to be indicative of the experi-
ence level. The paygrades considered are E-3 through E-6,
"8" therefore could be an E-5 S E-3 or 2 E-4's.
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should be considered. These designations, except for Master
QARf are dependent on, or related to, the individual's rate.
Several other attributes that should be considered are
independent of the individual's rate. Designations such as
Landing Signal, Enlisted (LSE) and Torpedo Loading Team
Member are non-rate specific. These collateral duty attri-
butes are generally neither jot nor rate specific but are
detachment collateral jobs that must be assigned or filled
before deployment. As collateral duties/jobs, a one-to-one
relationship between personnel and jobs is not possible.
That is; one person can, in fact must, fill more than one
job. The effects of the inclusion of collateral assignments
are beyond the scope of this effort and have not been
included. In fact, one test run of the program that opti-
mized a 143 X 143 matrix took approximately 4 hours to
execute.
20
V. PEHSOHNSL ASSIGNMENT MODELING
The personnel assignment process described in the
previous chapter is not a unique problem. The field of
Operations Research (CE) has been dealing with it for some
time as a form of the linear programmimg problem. Turban
and Meredith [Eef. 4] devote an entire chapter to this
subject and it is from here we drew our algorithm and most
of the discussion in this chapter. The Assignment Problem
is a special case of the Distribution Problem and several
solution methods are offered. The Hungarian Method [Ref- 4:
p. 248] is described as being
...an efficient solution procedure for solving large,
balanced assignment problems.
There are certain assignment problem characteristics
that must be met:
1. The objects under consideration must be finite in
number.
2. Objects have to be assigned to positions on a one to
one basis.
3. The results of an assignment can be expressed in
terms of payoffs.
4. The aim is to assign all objects in such a manner
that the payoff is naximized (or minimized if
costing)
.
The general steps in solving the assignment problem using
the Hungarian Method are:
1. Arrange the problem in tabular form. In this case; a
person assigned to a jot is given a payoff based on
the requirements of the job and the attributes of the
individual.
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2. Convert this profit table to a cost table.
3. Balance the matrix by assigning dummy jobs or
personnel.
4. Build the "total-opportunity-cost" matrix. The
lowest value element in a row is subtracted from all
elements in that row and then the same procedure is
performed on each column. This changes the absolute
cost of an assignment but maintains the relative
costs. The objective cf this transformation is to
locate a zero cost assignment of a person to a job.
5. Test for optimality. The optimality test consists of
covering all zeroes in the matrix with the minimum^
number of lines (1) and compares this to the number
of rows or columns (n) in the matrix. If 1 = n then
the matrix is optimal, otherwise an improvement is
possible.
6. Improve the matrix if 1 does not equal n.
7. Make optimal assignment cf zero cost to each job.
The flow chart for this algorithm is shown in Figure 5.1.
The vectors multiplied to create the initial assignment
scalar are stored as records in the Personnel and Jobdet
databases. The time relevant values are calculated by
comparing today's date with certain individual attributes in
the personnel database, calculating a value based on the
comparison and storing the resultant in the database. The
subjective value functions for time since last cruise and
time left in sguadron are shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3
respectively.
^Turban and Meredith do not give any method of ensuring
or testing that 1 is indeed the minimum. The algorithm
implemented by the authors (program Assign, procedure
Countzeroes) broke down during some test runs. The authors
were not able to ascertain if the algorithm was flawed or no
optimal, feasible solution was possible. Either way, the
program informs the user that a suboptimal assignment was

















Fignre 5,1 Assignment Algorithm Plow Chart
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Figure 5-2 Tine Since Last Cruise
24
Figure 5.3 Time left in Squadron
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The values for any specific job are determined primarily
ty the variable value of when the detachment deploys, which
is basically the Priority factor for assignment. Another
value is also calculated in the same manner for the Return
Factor. This considers the return date of the detachment.
These values are weighted within the job vector with the
Return Factor being twice as important as the Time Since
Factor. The other requirements are static. An Engine
Mechanic's job needs an individual with a rate of AD, not
AT, ArfS^ etc. An AD assigned to this job would get 100
points, and AE zero- The subjective value functions of a
detachment's deployment and return date is shown in Figure
5. a.
While all the value functions are shown as continuous in
the graphs, they are implemented as step functions. This
permits entry into a table which allows the values to be














Figure 5-4 DetachmeEt Priority Factors
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VI. DSS MODEL
This chapter includes the lasic design of the system.
It is divided into 2 farts. First is a general description
of the model and its function. Then there is a section
concerning the dBASE II portion which includes a BACHMAN
DIAGEAH, a HIERARCHICAL CHART and a general dBASE II file
description.
A. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The database contains all pertinent information about
the personnel, jobs, and detachment schedules. This infor-
mation is passed in the form cf vectors to two text files
for later reading and manipulation.
First, a Personnel Vector is built and stored in the
PEESMATX.TXT. This vector contains values associated with
the person's rate (specialty), rank (experience) and time
relevant variables such as: how long since he last deployed,
how long until he transfers, etc.
Next, a Job Vector is built and stored in the
JOBMATEX.TXT. This vector contains values associated with
which rate and ranic are needed for that specific job, when
they are needed (priority) , and when the detachment returns.
Both vectors are then read by a matrix manipulation
program which, when complete, forms a matrix containing the
profit values for each person assigned to each specific job.
The matrix is then manipulated by the Hungarian Method
[Ref. 4] until an optimal value for all assignments is
reached. The assignment is then passed back to the database
for entry and display.
28
1 • Initial Model laRlement ation
Initially, a 3 pass--total assignment program was
considered for the system. That is to say all personnel
were passed from the database and optimally assigned to the
CPO Group by the Pascal assignment program. Then this
assignment was passed back to the database (rank values are
assigned within the database that ensure E-7's and above get
maximum value when assigned as leader.) Then all personnel
were passed for optinal assignment to the first job in each
group. Finally all were passed for assignment to the
remaining (second) jobs in each group. This approach indeed
worked, but took, as mentioned earlier, approximately U
hours per pass for a total of 12 hours— not very useful in a
"what if" situation.
The fact that the Leader's rate influenced the
subsequent assignment of personnel within his rate's group
was then added. This feature added another hour per pass
for dBASE II to REPLACE the value of a job in the JOEDET.DEF
based on the Leader's rate. Although the system met the
requirements— it certainly could not be considered useful.
2 • ZiH^i ?l2^§i Imple mentation
A 6 pass
—
partial assignment program that did not
consider the Leader's rate was ultimately settled upon as
the optimal design from the user's perspective. This model
considers only the plausible assignments between personnel
and jobs and assigns one group per pass. For example, to
assign the maximum possible 26 jobs in the Engine Ilechanic
group, the database will pass only those personnel whose
rate is AD. Assuming 30 such individuals, the balanced
matrix is now only 30 x 30 acd only 2.6 followed by 32
zeroes decisions need to be evaluated. Using this model.
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all 143 jobs were assigned in 27 minutes* with some indi-
vidual groups under 5 minutes."' Although this method does
not taXe the Leader's rate into account, the time reduction
is considered well worth this internal shortcoming. The
Pre-Assign (6 Main Menu) Option will allow the user tc manu-
ally enter this experience level constraint should it become
necessary. The term should, vice when, is used due to the
Navy's personnel detailing practice of ordering personnel
within 1 paygrade of the squadron's SQHD authorized mix of
rate/ranX. If, for example, an AD CPO detachment is
assigned an Engine Mechanic group total experience level of
"9" while an AE CPO is assigned only "8", a pr e-assignment
to the AE CPO's detachment will alleviate the problem while
saving approximately 2 hours.
This model design will also implement the "what if"
scenario by allowing the pre-assignment of personnel to
specific jots. The assignment program can then be run for
that group's rate (s) and the impact on other assignments
evaluated.
A final feature worthy of mention is the use of
tables to store the various variables' values. This will
allow the user to tune, or alter, the assignment program by
changing values in the database .PRG files. If, for
example, it should become necessary to switch from a 6 month
desired turnaround time to a 5 month a simple adjustment of
the values in the SINCSVAL. PSG is all that is needed.
^These times were not achieved by program design alone.
A cache memory and a RAM disk were set up within the micro-
computer utilized to test and debug the program. These
features are machine dependent and the exact model and
designation of the user's machine must be known before this
configuration can be considered for installation.
"^The program stops between each group assignment pass to
allow the user to continue the assignment program or aisplay
the results if the run was a "what if" situation.
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B. DBASE II BACHBAH DIAGRAM
Figure 6. 1 shows the logical design of the system
expressed as the relationships among the records. The
single headed arrow indicates a 1: 1 relationship while the
double headed arrow indicates many: many.
C. DBASE II HIEEAECHICAL CHABT
Figure 6.2 shows the hierarchy of dBASE II files in the
system.
D. DBASE II FILES
There are 29 total dEASE II files of 6 different types.
Each separate file is fully dccumented within itself and
included in the APPENDIX dBASE II LISTING. The majority of
variables within these files are local^ and a listing by
name is included in the data dictionary. The following is a
general description of the files by type/extension.
1- EAI4BASE FILES (extension .DBF)
The are 5 database files:
a. PEESONEL.DBF
The PEESCNEL.DBF contains attribute values of
the various squadron maintenance personnel. It is the most
fre>-iuently used database in that the majority of .PEG files
update the values contained therein. Primary attribute
values are entered using either the PEE-ENTR.PRG or
PEE-EDIT.PEG. Either .PEG can be called from the MAIN MENU
presented to the user from MAIN.PEG utilizing format screens
PEESCEN.FMT or EDSCEN.FMT respectively.
siocal in that they are EElEASEd at the completion of
the program file in order to conserve memory space.










































Figure 6-2 dBASE II Hierarchical Chart
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(1) PEESCNEL.D3F Structure
STSUCTUEE FOE FILE: E: PEESONEL.DBF
NUMBEE OF EECOEDS: 00143
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 02/08/85
PEIHAEY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH DEC
001 SSN C Oil
002 LNAME C 015
003 MI c 001
004 FNAME c 015
005 EANK c 003
006 EATE c 003
007 DOB N 004
008 FED N 004
009 EETDATS N 004
010 DETASGN N 004
Oil TIMLEVAL N 004
012 TIMSIN7AL N 004
013 E7 N 004
014 Z6 N 004
015 E5 N 004
016 Z4 N 004
017 E3 N 004
018 AD N 004
019 AE N 004
020 AT N 004
021 AW N 004
022 AX N 004
023 AMS N 004
024 AMH N 004
025 SP C 001
026 ASSIGNED I 001
027 JOB: NAME c 006
** TOTAL ** 00129
h. JOBS. DBF
The JOBS. DBF contains attribute values of each
job/billet in each detachment. This .DBF is virtually a
dummy in that it is a predefined file of 143 jobs needed to




















This file is included to preclude the user ' from manually
having to enter the 143 jobs for each detachment. This file
will be JOINed with DETACH. DBF to include all necessary time
relevant values required by the JOBDET.DBF vector,
(1) JOBS. DBF Structure.
STEUCTUEE FOB FILE: E:JOBS .DBF
NUM3EE OF EECOEDS: 00143
DATS OF LAST UPDATE: 02/01/85
PEIMAEY USE DATABASE
DECFID NAME TYP'E WIDT
001 DET:;NaHBEE N 004
002 JOB:iNAiME C 010
003 AE N 004
004 AT N 004
005 AD N 004
006 AX N 004
007 AMS N 004
008 AHH N 004
009 AW N 004
010 E7 N 004
oil E6 N 004
012 E5 N 004
013 E4 N 004
014 E3 N 004
015 SP C 001
016 ASIGN I 001
** TOTA L ** 00065
C. DETACH. DBF
This file is used to store all relevant time
line data about a particular detachment's schedule. It
allows the user to update all of the time relevant attribute
values with a maximum 26 entries using DET-EDIT.PRG and a
format screen, DET-ED.FMT. It is called from the MAIN MENU
by MAIN. PEG for data entry.
(1) DETJCH.DBF Strjjcture.
STRUCTURE FOR FILE: BzDETACH .DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 00013
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 02/08/85
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH DEC
001 DETiNUMBER N 004
002 LEAV:DATE N 004
003 RET:DATE N 004
004 PRIORITY N 004
005 TIMSINVAL N 004
** TOTAL ** 00021
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d. JOBDET.DBF
This is the other main database used by the
system. It is a JOIH of J03S,IBF and an updated DETACH. DBF
that provides time relevant values to the attributes in the
JOBS. DBF. Tills file builds and holds the JOB Vector.
C) «ZOB-EET.DBF Structure.
STRUCTURE FOR FILE; E:JOBDET .DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 00143
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 02/08/85
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
DECFLD NAME TYPE WI D TH
001 DET:; NUMBER N 004
002 1EAV:DATE N 004
003 RET: DATE N 004
00 4 RET: DATE N 004
004 PRIORITY N 004
005 TIMSINVAL N 004
006 DET: NUMBER N 004
007 JOB: NAME C 010
008 AE N 004
009 AT N 004
010 AD N 004
Oil AX N 004
012 AMS N 004
013 AMH N 004
014 AW N 004
015 E7 N 004
016 E6 N 004
017 E5 N 004
018 E4 N 004
019 E3 N 004
020 SP C 001
021 ASIGN I 001
e. ASGTEMP. lEF
This file is used for holding the results of
each assignment pass. It is a temporary file. After the
assignment program is complete tne results are read into
ASGTEMP. DBF. Then the SS N field is matched with the SSN
field of PERSONEL. DBF. The results of the assignment are
then BEPIACEd into PERSONEL-DBF, and all records are then
erased from ASGTEMP. DBF.
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(1) ASGTEMP.DBF Structure.
STRUCTURE FOR FILE: E:A3GTEMP .DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: COOOO
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 02/08/85
PRI.^AEY USE DATABASE
FLD NAilE TYPE WIDTH DEC
001 SSN C Oil
002 DETASGN N 004
003 JOB:NAME C 006
** TOTAL ** 00022
2. PEOGRAM^OMMAND FILES (extension . P R G)
There are 15 program files:
a. HELP.PRG
This file reduces the dependence on the User's
Manual by providing a condensed version on-line. It is
called from (8) MAIN MENU.
h. SETUP. PRG
This file allows the user to SET any machine
specific parameters or default values they desire. i.e.
default disk drives, terminal cclors, etc., and then calls
MAIN. PEG
C. MAIN.PRG
This file presents the MAIN MENU to the user and














List the Personnel Data
Delete Personnel From Database
Edit Detachment Schedule
Pre-assign Personnel (to detachments)
Produce Assignment Matrix
Help and Instructions
Clear assignments and Restart databases
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All selections return the user to the MAIN MENU after
completion except (0) End Program which returns user to the
Disk Operating System (DOS) .
d. PES-ENTE.PEG
Called from (1) MaiN MENU to enter personnel
into the PEESONSL.DBP using a screen format; PERSCRN.FMT.
Provides an opportunity for the user to edit all entries
prior to storing them in the database.
e. PEE-EDIT.PRG
Called from the (2) MAIN MENU to allow user to
edit (update/change) any specific record in the PEESONEL. DBF




Called from (3) MAIN MENU to allow user to list
personnel by last name (LNAME) or detachment number
(DETASGN) to either the terminal screen or a printer using
report formats PEE-CONS.FRM or lER-PRT.FRM respectively.
g. PER-TERM.ERG
Called from (U) MAIN MENU to allow the user to
purge personnel from the PERSOKEL.DBF by last name (LNAME)
or SSN or PED's prior to a given Julian Date. DISPLAYS the
records that are MAEKed before permanently deleting them
thus allowing the user to reconsider before the records are
actually purged. Specifically:
1) Delete by specific last name
2) Delete by specific SSN




Called frcm (5) MAIN MENU to allow the user to
edit/update the DETACH. DBF by DET:NUMBER using a screen
format, DET-ED.FMT. It then updates the JOB-DET.DBF to
change the time relevant attritute values thus eliminating
the need for manual entry by the user.
i- PRE-ASGN.PEG
Called from (6) MAIN ;iENa to allow the user to
manually assign individuals to specific detachment jobs thus
forcing specific assignments. Provides the user with an
override feature,
j- CPO.PRG
Called frcm (7) MAIN MENJ. This program calls
several ether .PEG files to EIPLACE and/or update certain
attribute values in the PEESONEI. DBF with values current as






This file is called from CPO.PEG to initialize
all the em^-ty fields in the PESSONEL. DBF.
1. LEFTVAL.PEG
Called from CPO.PRG to calculate and update the
individual's time left in the squadron (TIMLEVAL) in the
FEESONEL.DBF using current Julian Date.
m. SINCEVAL.PEG
Called from the CPO.PEG to update the time since




Called from CPO.PBG to update the priority
factor and return date factor fcr each detachment.
o- JOB-DET.PEG
This file JOINS the JOBS. DBF and the DETACH. DBF
on DET: NUMBER to form the J03DE1.DBF. As discussed earlier,
this precludes the user from having to manually update the
time relevant attributes for the 143 jobs in the JOES.EBF
each time the system is run.
3 . lOEHAT FIL ES (extension . FMT)
There are 4 format screens utilized to aid the user
with data entry into the databases. They are:
1. PERSCRN .FHT - for data entry into the
PER SON EL. EBF
2. DELSCRN .FMT - for record deletion from the
PERSONEL.IBF
3. EDSCEN .FMT - for editing the PEHSONEL.DBF
4. DET-EDIT.FMT - for data entry/update of the
DETACH. DEI
4. FORM FILES (extension - FR M)
Two forms are used to present data from the
databases:
1. PER-PRT -FRM - to print a file from the
database
2. PER-CONS.FRM - to present a file from the
database to the screen
5. INDEX FILES (extension .NDX)
There are 5 index files utilized:
1. PEESONEL.DBF indexed on INAME
2. PERSONEL.DBF indexed on SSN
3. PERSONEL.DBF indexed on PED
4. PERSONEL.DBF indexed on EETASGN as DETACH
5. DETACH .DBF indexed on EET-NUM
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6. TEXT FILES (extension .TXT)
Both the JCBDET. DBF and tne PEES0NEL.D3F are
converted into text files for input into the Pascal assign-
ment program. They are JOEMATEX.TXT and PEESMATX.TXT
respectively.
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71 I. gSING TH| DSS MODEL
In an attempt to meet the reqairement of "as user
friendly as possible", the decision was made to make the DSS
completely Menu Driven. Although this method limits the DSS
options available to the user, it greatly reduces the amount
of training time required before full system utilization.
A. ASSUHPTIOHS
The only assumption made in the system design was that
the user could boot and load the DOS, dSASE II* and the disk
containing the HSL-U3 Scheduler
-
B, GETTING STAfiTED
Place the Program disk intc drive A and the Assignment
Files disk into drive B. If the system is already booted
then type AOTOEXEC <CE>. If not then simply turn the
computer on and everything will be loaded automatcally
.
1. Initially the user will need to enter the personnel
into the database. Use the menu selection number 1.
Use this selection to add newly arriving personnel
also. Ensure all data is completed on the data entry
screens. The field for return date should be filled
with the arrival date fcr newly reporting personnel,
all others should be have the date they returned from
their last deployment.
2. For editing personnel records the user should use the
menu selection number 2. The online help explains
the parameters for using this feature.
3. To ensure current data the user must delete personnel
who are no longer available for assignment due to
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transfer. Deletions can be based upon a specific
name or social security number or, globally based
upon planned rotation date. These first few steps
will ensure a current personnel database.
4. Now, the user must update the detachment schedule.
To do so select menu selection number 5.
5. To ensure a particular job is filled or a specific
person is assigned to a specific job, select menu
selection number 6. This allows the user to pre-
assign personnel to specific jobs. This selection
also allows the user to play "what-if" with assign-
ments. The user can see what effect sending certain
people out on specific jobs will do to the user's
ability to meet other conmitment s.
6. The user is now ready to let the assignment algorithm
do its work- Select meru selection number 7. The
user will be required to enter the current Julian
date. Afterwards, the user will be able to leave
the machine unattended until completion. Be sure the
printer is on in order to capture any error messages
that may result. This process will take approxi-
mately 35 minutes to complete.
7. Fhen the complete message appears type DO MAIN <CB>.
Select menu selection nuaber 3 to view the results at
the console or printer.
8. To clear the pre-assignaents select menu selection
number 9. This will clear the databases of ALL pre-
assigned personnel and jobs. The personnel will now
be available for assignment. Caution; this will not
allow the user to selectively clear entries. If the
user wishes to change only certain records he must
use either selection 5 or 6.
9. If at any point from the main menu help is needed
select menu selection nunber 8.
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10. Finally, when finished and ready to proceed to seme
other task select menu selection number 0. This will
exit the program to the operating system.
C. PEECAOTIOHS
Several features have been incorporated to assist the
user with data entry. Format screens with predefined fields
and an online HELP facility are excellent aids. The system
cannot, however, prevent the entry of erroneous data or
system utilization of outdated data. Care must be taken to
keep the PEES0NEL.D3F and the DETACH. DBF current concerning
personnel and schedules.
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VIII. DATA DICTION AH Y
This chapter includes the hasic vocabulary of the system
as a whole. It is ictended tc show the data structure for
the dBASE II listings. Following the standard dBASE II
field definitions are 2 blocks. The first block contains
comments and format definition. The second block is a list
of the dBASE II files that interact with that specific
field.
A. DBASE II DATA DICTIONARY
STRUCTURE FOR FILE: C: PERSONEL.DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 00 143
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 12/02/84
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH
001 SSN C Oil
Social Security Number. Format: 999-99-9999
Used as a unique field to identify individual





002 LNAME C 015
Last name. Format; Aaaaaaaaa a
Used primarily to identify inHiviHuals for the
user. Entered in mixed case.




PER-PRT.FRM PER- ED 11. PRG
003 MI C 001
Middle Initial. Format: A
Used for identif icatioD by the user. Entered
in upper case only.
PER3CRN.FM1 DELSCRN.FMT
EDSCRN.FMT
004 FNAME C 015
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First^name^ Format: Aaaaaaaa,, a




05 RANK C 00 3
Hank. Format: E-9{1—>9).
Used to identify the rank of the indiviual.
Entered by tie user and later used to build




006 RATE C 003
Rating. Format: AAA (AME,AD,AX. etc.)
Used to identify the rating of the individual
Entered by the user and later used to build
the row vector for each individual.
PERSCRN.FMT DELSCEN.FiMT
EDSCRN.FMT
007 DOB N 004
Date on Board. Format: 9999 (Julian date)
.
Used as a delimiter to preclude assignment
before the individual is onboard.
PERSCRN.FWT DELSCRN.FMT
EDSCRN.FMT TIMLEVAI.PRG
008 PED N 00 4
Planned Rotation Date. Format: 9999 (Julian Date)
Date individual transfers from the squadron. Used





009 RETDATS N 004
Return Date. Format: 99S9 (Julian Date).
Used to calculate when or how long the




010 DETASGN N 004
Det assigned to. Format :99 (1— >13).
Used by user to determine which det







Oil TIMLEVAL N 004
Weighted value of time left before transfer.
Calculated by LZFTVALU. ERG
LEFT7ALD.PEG PERSMATS.TXT
012 TIMSINVAL N 004
Weighted value of time since last cruise.
Calulated by TIi^SINVAL, IRG
ZEROVAL. PEG SINCEVAI.PRG
PEESMATX.TXT
013 E7 N 004 All used by:
Fields 014 thru 025 are binary values (0/1) to
indicate a vector value when considering that
specific personnel attribute for a specific job.
i.e. a Metalsmith must have a 1 in A?!H or AMS and














025 SPACE C 00 1
A blank. Format:' '
Used as spacing to allow the Pascal program
to read this database as input.
ZEROVAL.PRG CPO. PEG
PERSHATX.TXT
026 ASSIGNED L 00 1
A logical value. Format: T or F.
Used to preclude the individual from being
assigned to mere than 1 detachment.
PREASS.PRG
027 JOBiNAi'IS C 005
Job name. Format: AA R
















** TOTAL ** 00137
STRUCTURE FOR FILE: C:JOBS .DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 00143
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 11/14/84
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH
001 DETiNDMBER N 004
Detachment Number. Format: 99 (1 — >13)
Used with JOE:NAME as a unique Key
to identify a specific job.
JCB-DET.PRG
DET-EDIT.PRG
002 JOB:NAME C 010
Job Name. Format: 9Aaaa a {AD#1).
Used with DET: NUMBER as a uni^^ue key to


























Fields 03 — > 14 are birary values (9 or 1)
used to indicate a vector value when considering
that specific job attribute for a specific
individual, i.e. an AD# 1 job must have a 1 in
AD.
JCB-DET.PRG
015 SPACE C 001
A blank (' ' ) to allow Pascal to read the file
after it has been converted to .TXT
JOB-DET.PRG
016 ASIGN C Oil
SSN of the person assigned to the job.
Format: 999-99-9999.
Used to identifiy the individual assigned to
that specific job.
JOB-DET.PKG
** TOTAL ** 00075
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STEDCTUEE FOR FILE: C:DETACH .DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: 00013
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 11/14/84
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH
001 DET:NUMBER N 004
Detachment Number. Format: 99 (1— >13).





002 LZAV:DATE N 004
leave Date. Format: 99S9 (Julian Date).





003 RET:DATE N 004
Return Date. Format: 99S9 (Julian Date) .
The date the detachment returned or is going




004 PRIORITY N 004
005 TIMSINVAL N 004
Fillers to make the JOBIET.DBF vector
compataLle with PERSONEI.DBF (when JOBS. DBF isjoined with DETACH. DBF).
JOB-DET.PRG SINCEML. PRG
** TOTAL ** 00021
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STRUCTURE FOR FILE: C:JOBDET .DBF
NUMBER OF RECORDS: OOUJ
DATE OF LAST UPDATE: 11/07/84
PRIMARY USE DATABASE
FLD NAME TYPE WIDTH
001 DET: NUMBER N 004
002 LEAVrDATE N 004
003 RST:DATE N 004
Fields 1—>3 are from the 1st 3 fields of the
DETACH. DBF. They are then joined with the
JOBS. DBF to form JOB-DEI. DBF with all the same




004 DET: NUMBER N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
005 JOB: NAME C 010 JOB-DET. PRG
006 AE N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
007 AT N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
003 AD N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
009 AX N 004 JOB-DET. PRG
010 A MS N 004 JOB-DET. PRG
01 1 AMH N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
012 AW N 004 JOB-DET. PRG
013 E7 N 004 JOB-DET. PRG
014 E6 N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
015 E5 N 004 JOB-DET. PPG
016 E4 N 004 JOB-DET.PRG
017 E3 N 004 JOB-DET. PRG
018 SPACE C 00 1
019 SSN: ASIGN c 01 1 JOB-DET.PRG
020 TIMLEVAL N 004 JOBMATRX.TXT














IX. MIS^DSS EXPANSION POSSIBILITIES
There are many expansion fcssibili ties in both the MIS
and DSS areas. The limiting factor in both cases will be
primarily a function of the available memory storage for the
database and the applications programs. This lack of
storage can be critical in a microcomputer. However, there
are options available to expand the usable storage capacity.
A fixed (hard) disk unit can be purchased or the applications
programs can be designed to use multiple disks. Another
option would be to install additional internal memory to
hold the application program anc store the database alore on
disk (s) .
A. MIS EXPAHSIONS
The primary expansion effcrt in the area of the MIS
should be in the size (number of records) and content (number
of fields per record) of the database itself. For maximum
benefit the database should include all personnel assigned
to the sguadron. Each record in the database should include
lOGIC values (T/F) in fields that could be utilized to iden-
tify the specific individual as;
1. sea duty or ncn-sea duty
2- officer or enlisted
3. maintenance or non-maintenance
4. pilot or non- pilot
5. etc.
Use of this LOGIC value would benefit the database in two
areas
:
1. a logic value takes only 1 byte of memory storage,
and;
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2. properly structured queries can be utilized to direct
information request at specific groups of personnel,
i.e non-sea duty maintenance officers.




Any time the database is expanded, or changed in any
way. it must be returned to its original form. This
may be done by a COPY of the pre-expan ded field s, to
the exact structure and nane of the database files
(extension.DBF) shown in Chapter VI. , Section D..
This must be done before execution of the assi gnment
program or it may not run. Viorse yet.
1
It may run but ]
prod uce other than optimal assignments.
'
1 . The Multiple Eatabase Option
As discussed in the pricr section, the five dBASS II
databases^ and the Pascal assignment program use virtually
all storage available on a single floppy disk.
Additionally, the structure of the databases is critical to
the execution of the assignment program. An error as inno-
cuous as one misplaced or omitted blank space in the data-
base will render the assignment program useless because it
will not be able to read the database records into the
assignment matrix. Because of this possibility, the user
must exercise extreme caution when altering the database to
ensure it is returned, or copied, to its original state.
^See Chapter VI.,C. ,1. for names and structures.
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Due consideration should be given to the creation of
additional databases and application programs to be stored
on their own separate disk.io Khile this approach violates
the tenets of a single database utilized by many users to
ensure database integrity; it is necessary to deal with the
physical limitations of the available hardware. An addi-
tional advantage of this approach is that the various users
of the different databases are the ones most concerned with
its integrity and accuracy and will do the most to ensure
its protection in these areas.
B. DSS EXPANSIONS
The primary output of the sguadron is deployable detach-
ments. The 3 major components of these detachments ar€ its
maintenance personnel, its aircrews and its aircraft. Ihe
aircrews and the aircraft present opportunities for DSS
applications similar to that cf the maintenance personnel
assignmert and also lend themselves to the establishment of
separate databases.
1 - ii^cre w DSS
The aircrew share a similar structure with the main-
tenance personnel. There are jobs such as pilot and
copilot/ATO, rates such as Helicopter Aircraft
Commander (HAC) and Helicopter Second Pilot (H2P) , and even
experience levels measured by either total flight hours or
flight hours in model. Careful structuring of the database
records and their conversion to text vectors could even use
the same Pascal assignment program as written for the main-
tenance personnel DSS,
lOAn example follows in the next section,
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An aircrew DSS could also be designed to assist in
the scheduling of aircrew training exercises to ensure the
attainment of maximum readiness ratings. ii
2. Aircraft DSS
A database of the flight hours on each aircraft and
its major components is another DSS expansion possibility.
An application program could te written to assist in the
flight hour scheduling of each aircraft to maintain a
constant/even workload on the maintenance department with
respect to scheduled maintenance inspections and component
change cut/over haul.
1 iReadiness ratings are a portion of the QNITREP System
and as such are classified. Therefore no further discussion
is possible if this thesis is to maintain its unclassified
status.
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X. CONCIOSIONS AND HECOMMENDATIONS
The effort pat forth by the authors has been a learning
and rewarding experience and it is hoped that the HSL-U3
system users will view this effort in the same light. The
conclusions and recommendations reached could virtually be a
thesis unto themselves; however, a brief synopsis must
suffice-
A. CONCIDSIOHS
As stated time and again by the professors at the Naval
Postgraduate School: analysis and design are the keys to a
successful system implementati cn/prograaming effort. The
majority of difficulties encountered in the coding of this
system could be traced back to too little consideration
given to that particular aspect during the design phase.
The authors have reached th€ conclusion, solely between
themselves, that microcomputers are indeed cost beneficial
at the syuadron level. Although no rigorous cost benefit
analysis was undertaken, or ever addressed, the reduction in
manpower dedicated to information retrieval and the
increases in the timeliness, accuracy and availability of
information must lead to a positive ( > 1 ) benefit to cost
ratio, Martin, [Bef- 5], discusses the difficulty of
assigning monetary value to information and no effort was
made to do so; nor is any recomnended. It would seem, again
unjustified, that a powerful aicrocomputer, utilized as a
network master/con trailer with a fixed (hard) disk storage
and printer, connected with less powerful microcomputers on
a Local Area Network (LAN) would be the ideal, yet still




A small list of recommendations is offered to the CO.
of HSI-43 for consideration.
1. Designate the Administrative Officer as the
Information Officer. Ihe daily activities of this
department would make it the largest user of the
largest dataLase. Another consideration is the rates
that work for this department would most probably
have the largest amount of computer familiarity in
their word processing experience. All information
related requests could go through this office for
consideration
.
2. While the individuals assigned to a sc^uadron most
probably have the ability to implement a usable data-
base and design the queries, form formats, etc. that
^- go with a MIS, the design of a large DSS similar to
the HSL-U3 Detachment Scheduler is probably beyond
their capabilities and almost certainly beyond the
amount of time they have to design, test and imple-
ment it. That thought flows directly into the last,
and possibly most important--
3. Have the Information Officer collect and screen any
additional MIS or DSS features that the sguadron may
desire. The requirements can be routed through the
Computer Technology Department (Code 37) at NPS and
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